Introduction, results.
A system ^of openly disjoint discs in the plane is said to form a 6-neighboured circle packing if every C G ^is tangent to at least 6 other elements of <K (It is evident that such a system consists of infinitely many discs.) The simplest example is the regular circle packing all of whose circles are of the same size and have exactly 6 neighbours. L. Fejes Tôth conjectured that the regular circle packing has the interesting extremal property that, if we slightly "perturb" it, then there will necessarily occur either arbitrarily small or arbitrarily large circles. More precisely, he asked whether or not the following "zero or one law" (cf. [3] , [6] Given a circle packing % we define a graph G^ = (V<#, E<g) on the vertex set V<#\ = ^as follows: C, C G # are joined by an edge (i.e., CC G E&) if and only if C and C are tangent. Now let G = (K, E) be an arbitrary graph. For any x G V, let T G (x) denote the set of all neighbours of x. That is, r c (*) = {y e v\ xy G E}.
for every x G K Any convex function defined on a connected finite graph is obviously constant. It is somewhat more surprising (but still easily seen) that every convex function on e.g. the rectangular lattice in the plane has either arbitrarily large positive values, or it is again constant (see [2] ). This observation inspired our proof of Theorem 1, though we will not rely upon it in what follows. Our next theorem states that if ^is a 6-neighboured circle packing then the function r _1 (C), (C <E fé) is convex on the graph G% defined above. (1) max/(x) ^1+2 -,
We close this section by showing how Theorem 1 follows from the last two results.
Let ^ be a 6-neighboured circle packing, G% = (V<#, E<#) the corresponding graph defined above. If ^is the regular circle packing then there is nothing to prove. Hence, we may suppose without loss of generality that there are two tangent discs C", C" e fé 7 = V^ such that r{C) > r(C"). Our Theorem 2 implies that Vr(C) /-(C)/ V/-(C") r(C')/ is a convex function on G^ which meets the conditions of Theorem 3 with x 0 = C", Vo = C". Thus, for every natural n, we get (1).
Suppose now, in order to obtain a contradiction, that inf ce^ r(C) = € >0.
Since all elements of V x are covered by a circle of radius r{C")i around the centre of C", we have
, for every/.
On the other hand, G^is a planar graph, thus any subgraph of G<$ contains at most 3 times more edges than vertices. This yields
The following easy technical lemma is a simple special case of Karamata's inequality (cf. [1] , [5] ). 
-> (log«)/(2^).
Hence ( 2. Proof of theorem 2. We may assume without loss of generality that C is exactly surrounded by the discs Cj, . . . , Q: i.e., each Q is tangent to C, C/_i and C;+i (where the subscripts are taken modulo k). Let O and (9, denote the centers of C and C, (/' = 1, . . . , /c), respectively, and let Z O t OO i+ \ = <p z . We are going to show that 3. Proof of theorem 3. Throughout this section n will be kept fixed,
Define a subgraph G = (F, £') ç G by
We turn (7 into a digraph G' = (F, £') by supplying its edges with the following orientation: (a) If uv e E and/(w) < /(v), then let ï/v e £. (b) Every edge belonging to E t Q E will be directed from F 7 -_i to F,, /' = 1, ...,«. (c) Any further edge uv e E (with/"(w) = /(v) ) can be directed arbitrarily.
Note that if wv <= £' for some w e F Z _ 2 an d v G V\Vi-\> then/(w) is necessarily larger than/(v), consequently uv £ E n and ~vu e £'.
Let J^denote the class of all functions <p: F -» R satisfying the following three conditions: Let/ 0 be a maximal element of ^ and let GQ = (V\ EQ) denote the corresponding digraph in (iii). (The existence of a maximal element is obvious, e.g. by compactness arguments.) Next we prove that/ 0 satisfies (4) with equality at every (non-isolated) vertex x G V n -\. That is, (5) ïïï-Tlï 2 My) = fi*) (x e F"_,,r c; ;(x)^ 0).
Assume indirectly that, for some x e F"_i, the left-hand side of (5) is strictly larger than the right-hand side. Set 
.V V G £(') VX G EQ
Hence, in another terminology we can say that GQ is a network (with one source x 0 and some sinks in V n \V n -\), and assigning the value JQ(UV) ^ 0 to each edge uv G EQ we obtain a flow. (Note that there can not be any source in V n \V n -\, because fo(x) = M for every x G V n \V n -\.) Since the flow value disappearing at the sinks is equal to the value entering our network, we have 
